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NEON  
LETTERS
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The safe, robust high-quality alternative to real 
neon. Our NEON Letters bring the brightest and best 
lighting ideas to life. Discover unparalleled choice and 
brand accuracy. Challenge the expected. 

With NEON Letters, everything is brilliant. Everything 
is illuminated. Made in Britain, and loved by clients 
over the UK.

Robust, low voltage NEON Letters are BSI tested  
and CE compliant.

Evolve, innovate and prepare to explore. 

 Brightest

The brightest letter options that you can find-  
upto 3500cd/m2 when required.

RGB illumination

Offering a perfectly even RGB illuminated option

 Handmade in the UK

Machined and assembled in the UK, from start to finish

 

Fast

Delivery times between 1-3weeks depending on the size 
of the job, as standard

Versatile

All fully dimmable, flashable, digital and DMX 
controllable

WHY NEON  
LETTERS?

DISCOVER THE 
DIFFERENCE



NEON Letters provide you with unparalleled  
brand accuracy. 

A versatile and safe-to-touch alternative to  
fragile traditional neon lighting, with long-
lasting NEON Letters  you can deliver clients’ 
requirements with ease. 

Say goodbye to the frustrations of working with 
glass. And choose from the widest available range 
of faux neon colour, style and edging options.

DISCOVER  
OUR RANGE
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NP1 
Face Illumination

NP1W 
Face Illumination

NP2 
Halo Illumination

NP3 
Face & Halo illumination

NP4 
Edge & Halo Illumination

NP5 
Edge & Halo Illumination

NP6 
Face & Part Edges

NP7 
Face, Halo & Part Edges

NP8R 
Face & Halo

NP8S 
Face & Halo
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Name Face Part Face Pin Halo Halo 1/2 edges Full Edges 1/4 Round 1/2 Round

NP1

NP1W

NP2

NP3

NP4

NP5

NP6

NP6W

NP7

NP8 Rounded 
Opal Back / Ali Back

NP8 Square edge 
Square edge / Opal Back / Ali Back / Wrapped round

WARRANTY

We offer a 2yr warranty on all NEON Letters when supplied pre-mounted 
and pre-wired. NEON Letters supplied as loose shapes comes with a 1 
year warranty as standard. Ask us about our extended warranty options.

.ASK ABOUT NEON Letters DIGITAL...

The patent pending technology enables complex animations to  
be programmed through NEON Letters, with no limitations to  
colours or patterns.

OUR RANGE
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Opal Red Deep 
Blue

Light 
Blue

Green Yellow Orange Pink

FULL SPECIFICATIONS
EXTERNAL OPTIONS 
We’ve worked to develop IP67 weatherproofing to all our range.  
This is achieved by using a combination of 2 part resins and silicones. Please note that because of how 
the light output works when encapsulated, the refraction slightly alters the final colour making it 
appear slightly cooler in colour temperature than a non-waterproof alternative. 

COLOUR OPTIONS 
The widest available range of colours  
(10 static colours, a perfectly even RGB option, a tunable strip and our patent pending NL Digital strip)

LETTER MINIMUMS AND MAXIMUMS 
Overall Size: Min. height - 50mm  /  Max. height - Unlimited. 
Stroke width: Min. 10mm  /  Max. 75mm before slight shadowing.

FIXINGS AND OTHER OPTIONS 
We offer a wide range of fixing options, including (but not limited to):

• Stainless Steel Bolts, Rivnuts and Allthreads in various sizes

• Neon stands supplied with ‘buff’ cable ties or nickel wire

• Brass, nickel & nylon locators

• Keyhole fixings

INTERNAL RADIUS 
The internal radius, as standard, is 3mm.

We can achieve an internal radius of 2mm, but there may  
be a compromise in the artwork to make it possible. 
Our technical team will be happy to talk to you about what’s required.

LED INFORMATION 50,000HRS EXPECTED LIFESPAN 

Static LED:  24v / 14.4w-16.8w p/m / Upto 3500cd/m2 / 163LEDs p/m 
We can offer 12v alternatives in most colours if you are fitting to an existing 12v project.

RGB LED:  24v / 20w p/m / 90LEDs p/m

DIGITAL:  5v-12v / 14.4w p/m / 60LEDs p/m 

COLOURED ACRYLIC 
NEON Letters offers 8 standard 30mm acrylic colours

RGB & Digital Options

Yellow 
586 - 594nm

Red 
620 - 640nm

Pink 
570-580nm

Orange 
590 - 610nm

Pure White 
6000k

Warm White 
3000k

Cool White 
7500k

Natural White 
4000k

Green 
510 - 540nm

Blue 
465-480nm

RGB 
1000’s Colours

Tunable 
Cool White to Warm White

Digital LED 
1000’s Animations / Colours
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Easy Peasy
With each set of NEON Letters we provide 
a wiring kit to make the fitting as easy 
as possible. Not only is the wiring kit the 
best way to wire up your letters, but it’s 
the quickest. Win!/Win! The kit consists 
of suitable master wire, splice connectors 
and lever clamps, all tailored to your job. 
No special tools required.

Using Master Wires
Master wires are extended wires 
running from the PSU, the length of the 
sign (or part of), which are rated high 
enough to cope with the specific power 
requirements of your job. The advantages 
of wiring this as opposed to ‘daisy 
chaining’ the letters, is the light will be 
even from the 1st letter to the last, you 
won’t be in danger of overloading your 
wiring, and it’s very quick to wire up.

Using Traditional Neon Cable
If you are wanting the old school look  
to your wiring (draped wires, the slightly 
untidy yet tidy look) let us know and we 
can use cable very similar to the one used 
with traditional neon so you can achieve 
that effect. This method will essentially 
require both wires (+ & -) to lead directly 
back to the PSU, so minimal components 
will be required. 
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WIRING
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Master Wires

This method of wiring is the quickest, easiest 
and best option for when you are connecting 
internally illuminated letters together. It will 
give you even illumination throughout the sign 
without overloading any part of the wiring.

The idea for the using the system is in 
applications where you can get to the back  
of the letters once they have been positioned. 
ie: On an alumiminium/composite tray or  
on a building facia/wall.

Wiring your system using any other method may 
void your warranty. Please check with our team.

Step 1
NEON Letters will be provided with 
enough wire to extend either through 
the tray or the facia/wall  
with a minimum of 300mm spare.

Step 2
On the inside of the tray/facia, you will 
see all the ends of the LED wire coming 
from the NEON Letters. Now you need 
to extend the output wires coming from 
your PSU using the Twin Lever Clamps 
and the 1.5mm Tri-Wire so that they run 
the full length of your sign. These can 
be fit in place with sticky pads and cable 
ties (Not provided).

Step 3
Using the Splice Red Connectors take 
the positive wire from the 1st letter 
and attach it to the positive ‘Master 
Wire’,then the negative wire to the 
negative ‘Master Wire’, and repeat  
for every letter. 

Twin  
Lever Clamp

1.5mm  
Tri-Wire 
‘Master Wires’

Splice  
Red Connector

THE MASTER WIRE SYSTEM
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Dimmers 
Whether physically attached or 
wirelessly connected, control the 
brightnes of NL with the touch 
of a button.

RGB Controllers 
For basic colour changing,  
patterns, strobing, jumping  
& chasing solutions.

DMX Controllers 
This enables NP to be fully  
controlled either by a lighting  
desk, in house system, or a 
predetermined programme.

Digital Decoders 
These are used with DMX 
controllers to produce a wide 
array of animation & movement.

FIXING OPTIONS
We supply all NEON Letters with suitable 
fixings, wiring kits and templates. Here’s a list 
of some of the more standard options.

BRASS LOCATOR NSTAND CABLE TIE

KEYHOLE NSTAND WIRE

M3 BOLT FIXING RIVNUT

CONTROLLERS
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EVOLVE, INNOVATE  
AND PREPARE TO EXPLORE. 
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Info WE NEED for quoting... 
These are the ideal quoting requirements: 
- Vector Artwork ie. Adobe Illustrator file, editable PDF or EPS  
- All text to be changed to outlines just in case we don’t have the font. 
- Sizes 
- NP Type ie. NP1, NP2 etc.. 
- Colour ie: Static, Digital or RGB 
- Internal or External 
 
These are the minimum quoting requirements for estimating quotes: 
- Wording 
- For shapes or complex jobs we would require a good quality image  
   to work from ie. JPEG or TIFF. 
- Font type if applicable ie: Block, Serif, Script etc.. 
- Sizes 
- NP Type ie. NP1, NP2 etc.. 
- Colour ie: Static, Digital or RGB 
- Internal or External 

USUAL LEAD TIMES...
- Quotes - 12 to 24hrs 

- Manufacture - 10 to 12 working days 

NeonPlus® conforms to: EN 60598-2-1:1989 
used in conjunction with EN 60598-1:2015
EN 62031:2008 + A2:2014 LED
EN 62471:2008 / EN 62262:2002

@Smith1832
@WilliamSmith1832

01833 694700
info@smith-signdisplay.co.uk
www.smith-signdisplay.co.uk

William Smith Group 1832  Grove Works  Queen Street  Barnard Castle  DL12 8JQ 
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https://www.smith-signdisplay.co.uk/


BE WARY OF LOW QUALITY IMITATIONS

A CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY
CAN BE SENT ON REQUEST.
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@Smith1832
@WilliamSmith1832

01833 694700
info@smith-signdisplay.co.uk
www.smith-signdisplay.co.uk

William Smith Group 1832  Grove Works  Queen Street  Barnard Castle  DL12 8JQ 

https://www.smith-signdisplay.co.uk

